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ABSTRACT 
Symplectic @Hike methods use symplectic or unitary symplectic similarity 
transformations instead of the usual unitary similarity transformations in the @? 
process. A fundamental problem for the development of such methods is the choice of 
a suitable type of decomposition A = SR corresponding to the QR decomposition, 
where S is symplectic or unitary symplectic. Decompositions of this type are studied 
with regard to their application in a QR-like process. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In certain optimal control problems an invariant subspace of a so-called 
Hamiltonian matrix M, i.e. a matrix of the form 
M= [; _;“I, where N,KEC”~” and NH=N, K”=K, 
has to be computed. The set of 2n x 2n Hamiltonian matrices is precisely the 
set of all M E C 2nx2” for which ZM is Hermitian, where 
I= _“I 1, [ 1 n 0 and I, the n X n identity. 
If h is an eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian matrix M, then -x is also an 
eigenvalue of M with the same multiplicity, i.e., the eigenvalues must occur 
in such pairs, unless they have a zero real part. It is the invariant subspace X 
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associated with the eigenvalues in the left half plane which is wanted for 
solving the optimal control problem. 
One may of course employ the QR method for the computation of X. But 
the QR method will completely ignore the Hamiltonian structure of M and 
treat it like any other 2n X 2n matrix. Thus no advantage is taken of the fact 
that a Hamiltonian matrix has only 2n2 + n free parameters instead of 4ng. 
The Hamiltonian structure of a matrix is preserved under similarity 
transformation with a symplectic matrix S, i.e. an S for which S”‘JS = J. 
Moreover, Paige and Van Loan [5] proved that a Hamiltonian matrix X can 
be transformed to a “Schur-Hamiltonian form” 
a:=s’MS= [; _;“I, 
where R is an n X n upper triangular matrix, G = G”, and S is unitary and 
symplectic, if all eigenvalues of it4 have nonzero real part. Thus we might 
hope to be able to compute A and S by a sequence of similarity transforma- 
tions with unitary symplectic matrices, just as the QR method computes the 
usual Schur form by a sequence of unitary similarity transformations. A 
reduction of real Hamiltonian matrices by a finite number of unitary sim- 
plectic similarity transformations to a condensed form 
where H,, is an n x n upper Hessenberg matrix (a matrix is an upper 
Hessenberg matrix if it is zero below its first subdiagonal), H,, is a diagonal, 
and H,, = HL,, is also presented in [5]. And if the real Hamiltonian matrix M 
arises from a single input control system, such that the symmetric submatrix 
N is of rank 1, then this reduction can indeed lead to a unitary symplectic 
QR-like method [l]. 
Another way to take advantage of the Hamiltonian form of a matrix M in 
the eigenvalue computation was described by Van Loan [6]. It was suggested 
to look at M2, for which ]M2 is skew-Hermitian if M is Hamiltonian. 
Similarity transformation with symplectic matrices preserves this structure, 
too, and if M is real, then the reduction to the condensed form of [5] applied 
to M2 will produce a matrix H as above, where JH is skew-symmetric. In 
this case H,, = 0, so that the problem of computing the eigenvalues of M2 is 
reduced to the eigenvalue computation for the n x n upper Hessenberg 
matrix H,,. 
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General @l-like methods have been investigated by Della Dora [3]. The 
basis of each of these methods is a type of decomposition, which replaces the 
QR decomposition in the usual QR method. The decomposition has to satisfy 
certain conditions to lead to a reasonable computational process, the most 
important of which is that the decomposition should be performable for all 
matrices, or at least for all matrices up to a set of measure zero (see Elsner [4] 
for a general study of the decomposability in R”““). 
In this paper symplectic factorizations are investigated with respect to 
this decomposability question. 
In Section 3 it is shown that the set of 2n X 2n matrices which have a 
decomposition M = SR, where S is symplectic and R is a permuted version 
of a block triangular matrix with 2 X2 diagonal blocks, is of Lebesgue 
measure zero in R 2nx2n and in C 2nx2n unless R is essentially of the form 
where the Rij are n X n upper triangular matrices. Furthermore it is proved 
that the set of matrices A which have a decomposition A = SR, where S is 
symplectic and 
is dense in R2nx2” and is an open set in the set of 2n X2n nonsingular 
complex matrices, but is not dense in C 2”x2n. Therefore, this type of 
decomposition is only suited as a basis for a QR-like method for real matrices. 
In Section 4 the set of matrices A E C2”x2” which have a decomposition 
A = SR, where S is unitary and symplectic and 
will turn out to be essentially the centralizer of J in C 2nx2n. The factoriza- 
tion for these special matrices leads to a decomposition of an arbitrary matrix 
M of the form M = SR, with unitary and symplectic S and 
where R II and R,, are n X n upper triangular matrices, and it leads to a 
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similarity transformation of an arbitrary M to a condensed form 
where H,, and H,, are n X n upper Hessenberg matrices. 
If M is Hamiltonian, then H,, = - H:{, H:i = H,,, and H,, is a Hermi- 
tian tridiagonal matrix, i.e. 
If in addition M is real, then H,, is a diagonal such that H is precisely the 
condensed form of [5]. This reduction and decomposition have several 
characteristics in common with the unitary reduction to upper Hessenberg 
form and the QZ? decomposition, respectively. This makes them appear 
attractive for the use as a basis of a certain unitary symplectic @S-like 
method. 
2. CONVENTIONS 
For abbreviation we introduce some notation. 
(1) ek denotes the kth unit vector, and I, the n X n identity, where the 
index is omitted if the dimension results from the context. 
(2) It is sometimes easier to study a permuted version of J. Therefore we 
define 
J= _Oz 
I 1 b, j:=diag II 
and the permutation matrix p = [e,, es, es,. . . , ezn_ 1, e2, e,, . . . , can], for which 
I= i)Ji)“. (2.1) 
Notethat]“= -Z=J-‘andalsoj”= -_?=i-‘. 
(3) A matrix A E Cmx”’ is called Hamiltonian if JA is Hermitian. 
(4) A matrix S E cznx2” is called symplectic if Stf.ZS = J. 
(5) T,, denotes the set of all m x m complex upper triangular matrices. 
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(6) T& the set of all 2n X 2n complex upper block triangular matrices 
with 2 x 2 diagonal blocks. 
(7) Let ll,,, denote the set of all m x m permutation matrices. 
(8) For P E IIs” we denote by T,,(P) and T&‘,(P) the sets PTT,,P and 
P’T,“, P, respectively (where PTT,,P = { PTRP E Cznx2” 1 R E T,,}). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let 
Rll Rl2 
R= R 
[ 1 21 R22 E Q: 2nx2n 
be a partitioning, where Ri j E Iw nx”. 
(i) R E Tz (f’) if and only if Rij E T, for i, j E {1,2}, i.e. 
R= (2.2) 
R E T2,( ?) if and only if R E T;(p) and in addition R,, has a zero diagonal, 
i.e. 
(ii) Let P E 112” be defined by 
1” 0 
P= o 
1 1 *I . . 1 . 
Then R E T,,(P) if and only if R,,, RL E T,, and R,, = 0, i.e. 
(2.3) 
R=yE, 
[ 1 
which is of the same shape as the Schur-Hamiltonian form of [5] and [l] (but 
here in general R,, # - R& and Rf2 # R,,). 
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(9) BY A%, we denote the set of all 2n X 2n complex block-diagonal 
matrices with 2 X 2 diagonal blocks. 
(10) For AEC”‘~“’ the leading principal submatrix of dimension k, 
consisting of the first k rows and columns of A, will be denoted by A[k, k]. 
Observe that for A E C 2n x2n and R, L” E TgfI, 
(LAR)[2k,2k] = L[2k,zk]A[2k,2k]R[2k,2k] (2.4) 
forall kg {l,...,n}. 
It is assumed that the reader is well acquainted with the QR method as it 
is explained e.g. by Stewart [8]. 
3. THE FORM OF A SUITABLE SR DECOMPOSITION 
The characterization of the nonsingular matrices which leave the set of 
Hamiltonian matrices invariant under similarity transformation seems to be 
well known (see e.g. Hammarling and Singer [7]). It is presented in the 
following lemma and theorem for completeness. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X E CmXn’ be rwnsingulur. lf XA is Hermitian for all 
symmetric matrices A E Iw *’ “‘I, then X = d,,, for some a E H\(O). 
Proof. If XA is Hermitian for all symmetric matrices A E [w nrXn’, then 
in particular for A = I, we get X ? ” = X For the symmetric matrix e,ej + ejel . 
we then have the equation 
X( e,ef+eje:)=(e,ef+eje:)X forall k,jE {l,...,nz}. 
Therefore xnkeJrel + x,ieze, = eTe,xjl + ezejxkr for all j, k, 1, n E { 1,. . . , m }, 
where x,, denotes the (r, s)th entry of X. 
Let n, k E {l,..., m} be such that k # n. For 1= j = k the last equation 
reads 2~,,~ = 0, and for I= k and j = n it reads xkk = x jj. Therefore X = al,,,, 
where a = xii E Iw because X is Hermitian. = 
This lemma is a special case of the so-called Schur lemma, which holds in 
a very general setting. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let S E C 2nx2n be rwnsingular. S- ‘MS is Hamiltonian 
for all Hamiltonian matrices M E C 2nx2n if and only if S “JS = kJ for some 
k E [w\(O). 
Proof. If SHJS = kJ for k E Iw\{O}, then it is easily seen that S-‘MS is 
Hamiltonian, if M is Hamiltonian. If on the other hand for Hamiltonian M 
we know that S’MS is Hamiltonian, then ]Ss-‘MS= SHMHSpHJH= 
S “,/MIS - “1 H. Therefore _lMSJSHJH = JSJHSHJM, which means that 
JM(SJSHJH) is Hermitian. Thus if S-‘MS is Hamiltonian for all Hamiltonian 
matrices M, then (JSJHSH)A is Hermitian for all Hermitian matrices A. But 
then according to Lemma 3.1, JSJHSH = kZ, i.e., S”JS = kJ for k E Iw\{O}. W 
The nonsingular matrices which leave the set of Hamiltonian matrices 
invariant under similarity transformation are therefore, up to a real constant 
factor, exactly those which satisfy SHJS = J or S”‘]S = - J. For the permuta- 
tion 
0 L p=z 0 [ 1 n 
we have PJP H = - J, and therefore the last of these characterizing equations 
can be written as (SP)HJ(SP) = J. To preserve the Hamiltonian structure of a 
matrix in a QR-like method, we would have to use these matrices for 
transformation. 
Let us first look at eigenvalue computations for arbitrary matrices. A very 
rough description of the QR method applied to an arbitrary matrix A is the 
following. 
Reduction: Compute the reduction of A to upper Hessenberg form 
A 1 = Q; ‘AQ,, where QO is unitary. 
Iteration: For k = 1 2 , >... 
Compute Ak+i = Q;lAkQk, where Qk comes from the QR 
decomposition pk(Ak) = QkRk of a polynomial of A, of degree 
at most 2 (for instance pk(Ak) = A, - X,Z for a shift parameter 
&C)* 
Each iterate A, is an upper Hessenberg matrix, and under suitable conditions 
the A, tend to upper triangular form as k tends to infinity (see for instance 
Stewart [B] for a discussion of the QR method). 
If we now want to replace the unitary matrices by symplectic matrices, 
the first problem is to choose a proper type of splitting, which could replace 
the QR decomposition as a basis of such an algorithm and uses symplectic 
matrices instead of unitary ones. This splitting must obviously be such that it 
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can be performed for every matrix or at least for almost every matrix, i.e. up 
to a set of measure zero, because in general the pk( Ak) have no special 
structure. 
The QR decomposition is performable for every matrix. Moreover, as any 
permutation P is unitary, we can also decompose every matrix B E 43 2n “” 
into a product B = @, where 0 is unitary and R E T,,(P). [This corre- 
sponds to the QR decomposition PBP’ = ( PoPTPfiPT)]. It is easy to see that 
we might as well use this decomposition in the algorithm above to replace the 
usual QR decomposition. In this case we would start out with a reduction of 
AtoA,=Q,‘A& where Px,PT is of upper Hessenberg form. We might 
even allow the R part of the decompositions to be contained in Tzt( P). The 
iterates A, will then tend to such a form, which will still present the 
eigenvalues in an easily computable way as the solution of 2 X 2 eigenvalue 
problems. 
In this section we will show that of all these permuted block tridiagonal 
forms essentially only T&(9), with i from (2.1) could be suited for a 
symplectic decomposition to be used in a QR-like method. For nonreal 
matrices even this decomposition does not work. 
It is first shown that the set of matrices A E C 2nx2n which have a 
decomposition A = SR, where S”JS = + J and R E T:(P) for a fixed permu- 
tation P, is of Lebesgue measure zero if, up to a symplectic permutation, 
P# F. 
First we collect some useful observations on permutation matrices. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P E I12”. 
(i) P is symplectic if and only if there exists a P E lX, such that 
P = diag(P”, P”). 
(ii) All leading principal minors Ff even dimension of the matrix PJPT are 
nonzero if and only if there exists a P E Hz,, n At,, such that the permutation 
P’lY is symplectic. 
(iii) There exists a symplectic permutation p E nzn such that Tzt(P) = 
T.&( @p) if and only if there exists a permutation k E At, n Hz,, such that 
PTS is symplectic. 
Proof. (i): This part is evident. 
(ii): PJPT is skew-symmetric and, up to the signs of the nonzero entries, a 
permutation matrix. It is very easy to show by induction that its leading 
principal minors of even dimension are all nonzero if and only if PJPT E At,, 
and each diagonal block is 
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the latter is equivalent to the existence of a permutation P E nZn n AB,, for 
which pTPJPTp = _? = iJ@’ Isee (2.1)]. n 
(iii): Let T&(P) = Tst(PP). Then because J E Tzt(P), there exists an 
R E ‘I’& such that R = PpTJpPT. If p is symplectic, then R = PJPT and R is 
nonsingular, which because of its block-triangular form implies that all its 
principal minors of even dimension are nonzero. According to (ii) we get 
PT@‘PIPTkp = J for a @ E IIZn n At,. On the other hand, let P E IIZn n AB,, 
be such that pT = P’?t is a symplectic permutation matrix. For each 
R E T2, we then have PTRP = PT@(PTR@)FTP = pT@T(PTRd)%. Because 
iTTzp = Tz, we get TL( P) = T&(@). n 
THEOREM 3.4. Let P E IIzn, and let Cl be the set of all A E C 2n X2n 
which have a decomposition A = SR, where R E Tzt( P) and S”JS = J or 
S”JS= -J. If TzR,(P)#TzB,@~) f or all symplectic permutations P E IIgn, 
then &? is of Lebesgue measure zero in C 2nx2n. 
Proof. Assume that T2t( P) # Tzt(@) for all symplectic permutation 
matrices P. Let A = SR, where R E T2t(P) and S”./S = J or S”‘JS = - J. 
Then with fi = PRPT E T2t we get 
PA"JAPT= fiHPJPTfi or PAHJAPT= - fiHPJPTfi. (34 
According to Lemma 3.3(iii) and (ii) there exists a k E { 1,. . . , n } such that 
det( PJPT)[2k,2k] = 0. But then with (3.1) and (2.4) we get 
Now f(A) is a polynomial, homogeneous of degree 4 k in the variables a i j, 
the entries of A. Also, f $0, because f(PTP) = det(j[2k,2k]) = 1. Thus A 
is contained in the set { B E C 2”x2” 1 f(B) = 0}, which is of Lebesgue 
measure zero. W 
The proof shows that the theorem also holds for Iw 2nx2” instead of 
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EXAMPLE 3.5. For 
any R E Z’a,,( P) is of the form 
[see Example 2.l(ii)]. If n > 1, then there is obviously no p E ll,, such that 
Therefore the set of matrices A E C 2nx 2n which have a factorization A = SR, 
where S is symplectic and R E T,,(P), is of measure zero. 
The symplectic permutation matrices p occurring in the theorem above 
can be neglected when studying the size of the set of decomposable matrices. 
A matrix A has a decomposition A = SR, where R E T,( %) and S”JS = f J, 
if and only if pAi* has a decomposition PA?’ = Sfi, where s”“JS = + J and * 
fi E T,“,(p); in this case S = pSg* and fi = FRFr. We may therefore confine 
ourselves to decompositions with R part of simplest form, i.e. to T2t(P). 
The next lemma and theorem will show that for nonreal matrices A the 
set of matrices for which A = SR, with S”‘./S = _t J and R E ?;fs,(P), is still 
too small to be a basis for a QR-like method. 
LEMMA~.~. Let A E C 2nx2n be nonsingular and A = SR, where S”‘]S = J 
orS”‘JS= -JandRETst(p). ThenforallkE {l,...,n} the2kx2knultrix 
(pA”]Ap*) [2k,2k] has k eigenvalues in the open upper half plane and k 
eigenvalues in the open lower half plane. 
Proof. Because A = SR and S “JS = * J, we have A”‘.JA = + R’*]R and 
therefore iA”JAP*= f fiH@, where fi = pRpT E T2’1;. By (2.4) we get 
(iA”JAaT)[2k, 2k] = aH[2k, 2k]( + .![2k, 2k])i?[2k, 2k] for all k E 
{l,...,n}. 
Because pAH_lAQT[2k,2k] is skew-Hermitian, it has only purely imaginary 
eigenvalues, and for each k E { 1,. . . , n} the matrix f j[2k,2k] has i and - i 
as eigenvalues of multiplicity k. 
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Because A is nonsingular, a must be nonsingular. But then fi[2k,2k] is 
nonsingular for each k E { 1,. . . , n ), and therefore the inertia theorem assures 
that for each k E {l,.. ., n}, (iAHJA8r)[2k,2k] has k eigenvalues in the 
upper half plane (excluding zero) and k eigenvalues in the lower halfplane 
(excluding zero). n 
If the matrix A is real, then for each k E { 1,. . . , n } and for each nonzero 
eigenvalue ai, where (Y E R, of the real skew-symmetric matrix 
@A*JAP’)[2k, 2k], - ai =a is also an eigenvalue. If therefore 
(@A’.JAPT)[2k,2k] is nonsingular, it has always an eigenvalue distribution as 
in the lemma above. But if A is nonreal, we cannot expect this condition to 
be satisfied. Take e.g. the unitary matrix 
then 
B(xiqHJ(Xi)pT= [ -Xzn ip1 
Therefore as an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.5 we get the following 
Theorem. 
THEOREM 3.7. The set of matrices A E C 2n x2n which have a decornposi- 
tion A = SR, where S “.lS = J or S”]S = - J and R E T,“,@‘J, is not dense in 
~2?lX2Il 
In fact, t,he set of nondecomposable matrices is rather large. If all 
submatrices PAHJApT[2k,2k] for k E { 1,. . . , n } are nonsingular, the eigen- 
value distribution of these submatrices may differ from the one in Lemma 3.5 
in several ways. (But note that we have interlacing conditions, because the 
matrix is skew-Hermitian, and that the matrix iA”‘./Apr itself must have n 
eigenvalues in the upper and n eigenvalues in the lower half plane, because 
of the inertia law.) For each of these deviating distributions we get an open 
set of nondecomposable matrices A, for which ?At’JApT has this prescribed 
eigenvalue distribution of submatrices. These sets are pairwise disjoint. 
So we finally have to consider the decomposition A = SR for real matrices 
A, where S’JS = J and R E TL(?). And the next theorem shows that the set 
of matrices which can be factorized in this way is dense in 88 2n x2n. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let A E Iw 2”x2” be nonsingular. There exists an S E 
[w 2,l x211 with S’JS = J and an R E T2y,(p) such that A = SR if and only if 
det(( @AT./AP“)[2k,2k]) f 0 for all k E { 1,. . . , n }. 
Proof. (See also Elsner [4].) If A = SR, where S’_ZS = J and R E I’EJI,(),, 
then as in the proof of Lemma 3.6 we get 
(?A’JAfiT)[2k,2k] = EiT[2k,2k]f[2k,2k]h[2k,2k] 
for all k E { 1,. . , n } , 
where fi = Z%pT E T2:. fi[2k,2k] 1s nonsingular for all k E { 1,. , n }, be- 
cause A and therefore R and @ZIpT are nonsingular. And as det(j[2k,2k]) = 
1, we see that $et((?A’./AiT)[2k,2k] f 0 for all k E { 1,. . , n }. On the other 
hand, if det((PATZAjT) [2k,2k]j#O for all kE (l,...,n}, then jA7jAi’ 
has a block LR decomposition PA’IAkT = L,R,, where ZJTj, R, E TEL. Be- 
cause pAr]A$T is skew-symmetric, it is easy to prove that this decomposition 
can be modified to ?AT.ZAiT = j‘lL.?fiR;. where fi, E Tgy,. But then we get 
A’jA = R“JR, where R = PT%’ E T2f,(P) and A = ]‘A- ‘RTJR, where S := 
Z ‘A ‘R7j satisfies S’JS = J. n 
REMARK 3.9. The decomposition of Theorem 3.8 is not uniquely de- 
termined, because the intersection of T,‘I,(P) and the set of real symplectic 
matrix contains more than just the identity. It consists exactly of the matrices 
where D,,, D,,, D,,, D,, are n X n diagonal matrices and D,,Dzz = I,, + 
D21D12. 
To get a unique decomposition we could for instance restrict the S part of 
A = SR to symplectic matrices with column sum equal to 1. These decom- 
positions have already been introduczd by Della Dora [3]. Or we might 
restrict A = SR to matrices R E T,,(P), where in addition the upper right 
hand triangular part has a zero diagonal and the kth diagonal entry r,, = 1 
for ke {l,..., n }. But for the computation of this factorization this degree of 
freedom should rather be used to make the computation as easy and stable as 
possible. 
For A E IW2nx2n such a decomposition should be computed by subse- 
quently eliminating appropriate elements of A with elementary matrices 
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S ,, . . . , S,,,, for which SkT]Sk = 1, such that S;‘S;! i . . . S; ‘A = R E T,,(i) 
and S, is in addition unitary for as many k E { 1,. . . , N} as possible. 
With this decomposition we can perform a QR-like p!ocess. It will first 
reduce the matrix A to A, = S’AS, where S’JS = J and PA,?= is an upper 
Hessenberg, i.e. 
where A iI, A ai, A a2 E T, and A i2 is an n X n upper Hessenberg matrix. If A 
is Hamiltonian, then A i is Hamiltonian, too, which implies that A ii, A ai, A a2 
are diagonal, A,, = - A,, and A,, is tridiagonal and symmetric, i.e. 
The process will then proceed as described for the QR method in the 
beginning of this section, where the QR decomposition is now replaced by 
the decomposition pk( Ak) = S,R,. The special form of A, is preserved for all 
iterates A, throughout the process. This method will be described elsewhere 
in detail [2]. 
4. DECOMPOSING AND REDUCING WITH 
UNITARY SYMPLECTIC MATRICES 
What we were originally heading for was a QR-like method in which the 
usual unitary matrices are replaced by unitary symplectic matrices. From the 
preceding section we know that a decomposition of the type A = SR, where S 
is symplectic and R is a permuted block triangular matrix, is not suited as a 
basis for such an algorithm. The reason is that the set of matrices which have 
such a decomposition is by far too small if (essentially) R CZ T2t(j), and in 
C 2n x2n is somewhat larger but still too small if (essentially) R E T2t( P). In 
particular this remains true if in addition we want S to be unitary. The only 
thing we could still try, is to allow the R part of such a decomposition to be 
of a more general form. In doing so we should keep in mind that the iterates 
of QR-like method based on a decomposition of type A = SR should tend 
essentially to the form of the R part. Therefore this more general form of the 
R part should be such that all the eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian matrix which 
is of this form can be computed very easily. 
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To get an idea of what can be done with unitary symplectic matrices, we 
shall first study the set of matrices A which have a decomposition A = SR, 
where S is unitary and symplectic and R E T2y,( I;). 
If S E Q= 2nx2n is unitary and symplectic, then it commutes with J, 
because S”JS = J and SHS = I implies JS = SH.Z = SZ. By C,,,(J) we denote 
the centraker of J in Q= 2n x2n: the set of all matrices in c 2” x2n which 
commute with J, i.e. C,,,(J) = { M E C 2nx2n ( MJ = JM }. Note that for any 
S E C,,,(J) we have: S is unitary if and only if S is symplectic. 
Because the matrix .Z has a very simple form, we see immediately that 
M E C,,(Z) if and only if there exist A, R E 6”x”, such that 
In general the structure of a centralizer of a matrix Y would be studied via 
X iCz,,( Y )X, where X ‘YX is of Jordan canonical form. Here in the special 
case we get, with 
a unitary matrix which diagonalizes J: 
For any 
M= [ fR :] ECz,(J) 
we have 
xq AR ;]x= [A,i, ATH]’ 
and for any (E, F) ECnxn XC”“’ 
where s(E, F) = +(E + F) and d(E, F) = (i/2)(Z7 - E). If we supply Q=‘lx” 
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and multiplication 
(E, F)@, F) = (E& F+), 
then it is known that { is an isomorphic mapping of the ring (C nXn x 
C nXn, + , .) onto the ring C,,(J) with the usual matrix addition and matrix 
multiplication, where 
il([ _AR i])=(A+iB,A-iB) for [ fB ~]Ec,,,(I). 
Another useful observation is the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Q,UEcnX” be unitary. Then {(Q, U) is unitary and 
symplectic. 
Proof. o u 
[ 1 Q 0 is a unitary 2n X2n matrix, and 
((Q,U)=X f ; Xf’ 
[ 1 
is unitary and sympIectic, because it is unitary and contained in C,,( 1). n 
For any M E C,,(J) we can now construct a decomposition M = SR, LI 
where S is unitary and symplectic and R 6 Z’&!,(P), via a QR decomposition 
of l_‘(M). 
THEOREM 4.2. 
(i) For any M E C,,(J) there exists a decomposition M = SR; where S is 
unitary and symplectic and R E TzB,(i))n C,,(J), i.e. 
where R,,, R,, E T,, In addition R,, has a real nonnegative diagonal, R,, 
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has a purely imaginary diagonal, and for a11 k E ( 1,. . . , n } the k th diagonal 
entry of R ,, is not smaller than the modulus of the k th diagonal entry of R 12. 
(ii) The decomposition can be computed with a finite number of oper- 
ations, and it is unique if M is nonsingular. 
(iii) lf M is real, then S and R can be chosen to be real. ln particular, 
R,, will then have a zero diagonal. 
Proof. (i): Let 
M= [ fB ;] EC%,(J). 
Let 
A+iB=QR and A-iB=UT (4.2) 
be the QR decompositions of A + iB and A - iB, where R and T have real 
nonnegative diagonals. Then we have (A + iB, A - iB) = (QR, UT) = 
(Q, U ). ( R, T ), and therefore 
M={(A+iB,A-iB)=l(Q,U)l(R,T). (4.3) 
According to Lemma 4.1, {(Q, U) . 1s unitary and symplectic, and because 
R,T~T,,(4.1)showsthat {(R,T)~TE,(p).Inaddition, s(R,T)=b(R+T) 
has a real nonnegative diagonal and d( R, T) = (i/2)( 7‘ - R) has a purely 
imaginary diagonal. The kth diagonal entries rkk and t,, of R and T, 
respectively, are real and nonnegative, and therefore 
(ii): The QR d ecompositions (4.2), and therefore also the decomposition 
(4.3) can be computed with a finite number of operations. If in addition to 
(4.3) we have another decomposition M = SR of this type, then with 
we get 
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and therefore the QR decompositions 
and 
A - iB = (s,, - is”,,)(&, - i&a). 
The diagonal entries of hii are real nonnegative, and the diagonal entries of 
ii,, are purely imaginary with modulus smaller or equal to the corresponding 
diagonal entry of A,,. Therefore A,, + ifi,, and hii - ihi,, both have real 
nonnegative diagonals. 
Obviously M is nonsingular if and only if A + iB and A - iB are 
nonsingular. But then the uniqueness of the QR decomposition assures that 
R,, + ifil,, = R and fi,, - ih,, = T, as well as s,, + is,, = Q and s”,, - is,, 
= U, and thus we have 3 = {(Q, U) and R = [((R, T). 
(iii): If M is real, then A - iB =A + iB and therefore U and T can be 
chosen as (or, in the case of nonsingular M, must be) Q and R, respectively. 
But as for any E~t2”~” the matrices s( E, E) and d(E, E) are real, all 
matrices in the decomposition (4.3) are real. n 
The set of matrices M which have a*decomposition M = SR, where S 
is unitary and symplectic and R E T2t(P), is therefore precisely the set 
C,,(J)J’,B,(@). 
Note that the set of Hermitian Hamiltonian matrices is a subset of 
and is therefore contained in C,,(l). T2t( P). 
Let us briefly look at the decomposition of Theorem 4.2 in a special case. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 
be such that ZfiZ,,= ZEZ,, and 
Z 
[ 1 _ zll is of rank n. Then in the 
decomposition Z = SR of Theorem 4.2, R is?f the special fm 
R= [‘dl l,l= 1x1 with R,,ET,,. 
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Proof. Because Z[{Z,, = ZZZ,,, we see that 
G, + %dH(Z,, + %J = @,I - GdH(Z,, - iz,,) 
Z 
=zEz,,+z;z,,= [z::, -z:;] g1 . 1 I ‘13 
If Z,, + iZ,, = @ and Z,, - iZ,, = UT are QR decompositions as in (4.2) 
this implies 
z,, RHR=THT=[Z;:, -z:;] _7 
[ I , “12 
which is a positive definite matrix, because 
z,, 
[ 1 - Z,, is of rank n. As the 
Cholesky decomposition of a positive definite matrix is unique, we get R = i”. 
For Z we have therefore a decomposition 
[see (4.3)], where 
and {(o, U) is unitary and symplectic. w 
REMARK 4.4. For any M E C,,(J) we can also construct a reduction to a 
condensed form by similarity transformation with unitary symplectic matrices. 
For 
we would get this reduction via the unitary similarity transformation 
Q’*(A+iB)Q=H and UH(A-iB)U=Z? t o upper Hessenberg form, such 
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that 
We shall now apply Theorem 4.2 to get a decomposition and a reduction 
with similarity transformations for an arbitrary matrix. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let M E C 2nx2n be partitioned as 
where M,, E Cnxn. 
Then the following holds: 
(i) M has a decomposition M = SR, where S is unitay and symplectic 
and where 
with R,,, R,, ET,, and R,,, R22~CnXn. Here R,, has a real nonnegative 
diagonal, R,, has a purely imaginary diagonal, and for all k E { 1,. . . , n} 
the k th diagonal entry of R,, is not smaller than the modulus of the k th 
diagonal entry of R,,. 
(ii) This decomposition can be computed with a finite number of op- 
erations, and it is unique if M,, - iM,, and M,, + iM,, are nonsingulur. 
(iii) If M is real, then S and R can be chosen to be real. In particular R,, 
will then have a zero diagonal, i.e. 
M=SO.,, . 
Fa 
(iv) Zf M is symplectic, then R,, = 0 and R, = RGH, i.e. 
Proof. Define 
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and let M, = SR, be the decomposition of Theorem 4.2. With R = S HM we 
get the decomposition M = SR, where R obviously satisfies all the conditions 
listed in (i),(ii), and (iii) above. In particular each decomposition 
RI, RI2 
M=S R 
i 1 21 f&2 
of this type induces a decomposition 
of M,. as in Theorem 4.2, which is unique if M,. is nonsingular, i.e. if 
M,, - iM,, and M,, + iM,, both are nonsingular. Mu 
(iv): If M is symplectic, then in particular it is nonsingular and M 
[ 1 is 
of rank n. Furthermore MH.JM = J implies MEM,, = MflM,,. Ther2dfore 
according to Lemma 4.3 there exists a unitary and symplectic matrix S for 
which 
RI, 0 
SHM,.= o 
[ 1 R where R II E Z’,, 11 
But then we have 
R,, R,2 
R=SHM= o 
[ 1 R 22 
for suitable R,,, R,, E Cnx”. Thus R is symplectic as a product of two 
symplectic matrices, and R HJR = J implies R,, = RL~~. n 
We shall call this decomposition M = SR of part (i) above a unitary SR 
decomposition of M. 
Note that even though the R part of the decomposition is no longer a 
permuted triangular matrix, the decomposition would be suited for a QR-like 
process for Hamiltonian matrices, because a matrix which has the form of this 
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R part and is Hamiltonian must be of the form 
(which is just the Schur Hamiltonian form of Paige and Van Loan [5]). 
The decomposability of symplectic matrices in part (iv) was proved 
constructively by Byers [l]. 
REMARK 4.6. The proof of Theorem 4.2 also suggests a way of construct- 
ing a unitary symplectic matrix which eliminates all but the first and 
(n - 1)st entries of a 2n dimensional complex vector and all entries but the 
first of a 2n dimensional real vector: 
For m E Q: ‘* we define M = me: - Jmez+ 1. Then MJ = mer.l- ./me:+ ,J 
= me,:+ 1 + JmeT = JM because eTJ= eT and eT+,J= - er, i.e. M E 
C,,,(J). We can’ now ionstruct a unitary”~~mplectic matrix S via (4.2) and 
(4.3) for which SHM E T2fJ?) as in Theorem 4.2, part (i). Then obviously 
SHm = ael + be,,,, (4.4.a) 
CY,$ER anda>,]P]. (4.4b) 
Because S is unitary and symplectic, we see that 
mHm=a2-~2=a2+(/3(2 and r#Jm=2@. 
Therefore if mt’.lm = 0, then p = 0. In particular (4.2) will here read 
(m, - im,)er= QR and (m, + im,)er= UT, 
where m,, m2 E d: ” are such that mT = (m;, mi). Therefore Q and U can be 
chosen as the Householder matrices, which reduce m, - im, and m, + im,, 
respectively, to a multiple of the first unit vector. Then after some manipula- 
tion we get as a special solution of the unnormalized problem (4.4a) 
sfi=[(Q,u)=z-(z-i]) -$(m-kel)(m-kel)H (Z-d) 1 
-(Z+iJ) A(m--lel)(m-Ze,)“l(r+iJ), (4.5a) 
[ 
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where 
I 
- -jl& sgn( e$ - ie:jm) Ilrn - iJ7nlla if e:m - ie:Jm f 0, 
k= 
- +1/m - iJmllz otherwise, 
I= 
I 
- $ sgn( e:m + ie:Jm) [(m + iJmlle if e;m + ie;Jm + 0, 
- $llrn + iJml\, otherwise 
(Here I( z )( 2 denotes as usual the Euclidean norm.) 
For this special matrix we have .?,:i = f( k + l)e, + (i/2)( k - l)e,,+ I. We 
get a solution of the normalized problem (4.4a), (4.4b) if we multiply Sri’‘’ by 
the unitary symplectic matrix 
NH= 
1 
- - [(lkli+ I@)1 + i(lk(i- Jllk)J], 
WJ VI 
(4.5b) 
i.e., for S”= NHS” we have S”m = i(lkl+ Ill)el+(i/2)((k( - (Zj)e,,+,. If m 
is real, then )k( = !I( = Ilrnljz, so that S”m = IJmJ],e,. 
For an arbitrary matrix M E 43 2nx2n we can now find a reduction to a 
certain condensed form by unitary symplectic similarity transformations. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let MEC2nx2n. Let sEC2” he such that s”s=l and 
~“‘1s = 0. 
(i) There exists a unitary symplectic 
such that 
matrix S with first column vector s 
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where H,,, H,, are n X n upper Hessenberg matrices and H,,, H,, E C nxn. 
H,, has a real nonnegative subdiagonal, He1 has a purely imaginary 
subdiagonal, and for all k E { 1,. . . , n } the k th subdiagonal entry of H,, is 
not smaller than the modulus of the k th subdiagonal entry of H,,. This 
reduction can be computed with a finite number of operations. 
(ii) Zf for all ke {l,..., n } the k th subdiagonal entry of H,, is strictly 
greater than the modulus of the kth subdiagonal entry of H,,, then this 
reduction is uniquely determined for a fixed first column vector of S. 
(iii) Zf M and s are real, then S and H can be chosen to be real. In 
particular H,, will then be an upper triangular matrix, i.e. 
S-‘MS = \ Fa 
(iv) Zf M is Hamiltonian, then H,, = - HL, H,, is Hermitian, and H,, 
is a Hermitian tridiagonal matrix, i.e. 
Zf in addition M and s are real, then S and H can be chosen to be real, so 
that H,, is a diagonal, i.e. 
S-‘MS= 78 
! I. 
(v) Zf JM is skew_Hennitian, then H,, = HE, H,, is skew_Hermitian, and 
iH,, is a real symmetric trtdiagonal matrix with a zero diagonal. Zf JM is real 
and skew-symmetric, then S and H can be chosen to be real, in particular 
H,, = 0, i.e. 
SIMS= YE 
[ I* 
Proof We describe a construction of S and H. 
Let S, be a unitary symplectic matrix for which St’s = e, (see Remark 
4.6). Then S,e, = s, i.e., the first column of S, is s. Compute M, = Si ‘MS,. 
For k=l,...,n-2: 
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Let m=(m,,m,,..., ma,)r be the k th column vector of M,_ ,. Compute 
the 2( k - 1) x 2( k - 1) unitary symplectic matrix s;, for which 
= (x,0,..., 
i 
O,P,O >..., oj7 --- 
II - k n-k 
and (Y, i/3 E R, a > IpI (see Remark 4.6). 
Lift 
Sk = s,, %2 
[ 1 - s,, s,, 
into C2”x2n by bordering $,r,gra, such that 
I 
s,,= 
[ I ‘ik p E cnx”, [ 1 0 0 EQ:nX” 11 sl2= 0 s,, 
and 
For each k multiplying M,_ I with S; ’ produces zero entries in Sk- rMk~_ r 
in positions (k + 2, k), . . . , (n, k) and (n + k + 2, k). The zeros already created 
in the first k - 1 columns are not destroyed. And because the first k columns 
of Sk are the unit vectors, S, rM,_ r k S has the same first k columns as 
S, ‘M k_ I. Furthermore, S = SOS, . . . S, _2 is unitary and symplectic and 
H=M,., = S-‘MS is of the condensed form of part (i) above and satisfies 
all theconditions of (i),(iii),(iv), and (v). 
(ii): Let S ‘MS = H and Z ‘MZ = G be two reductions as described in 
(i). In particular S and Z have the same first column vector s. Then 
Q = S ‘Z is unitary and symplectic with first column vector e,, and 
HQ=QG. (4.6) 
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Let 9 1,. ‘. Y q2n be the column vectors of Q, let H = (hlj), and let 
G = (grj) be such that 
gk+l,k’ kn+k+l,kl forall kE {l,...,n-l}. (4.7) 
Assume that for ZE {l,..., n - l} the first 1 columns of Q are the unit 
vectors er,..., el (in that order). Then, because Q is unitary, the first 2 rows 
of Q are e:,... , e:. Because Q E C,,(J), the kth and (n + k)th column 
vectors are related by qn+ k = - Jqk. Therefore q,+ k = e,,, k for all k E 
{L...,Z}, and the rows n + l,..., n + 1 are e,‘+r ,..., eT+l. Therefore, evaluat- 
ing the Zth column of the matrix equation (4.6) we get 
hl,lel+ hl+l,lel+l +hn+l,len+l + hn+l+l,len+l+l 
= i3,1el + gl+l,lql+l + gn+l,len+l - gn+l+l,lJql+l. 
Because components 1,. . . , Z and n + 1,. . . , n + Z of ql+, and - Jql+ 1 = 
qn+l+l are zero, we first see that hl,=g,, and h,+I,l=gn+r,l. The last 
equation therefore reduces to 
(h,,,JZ - h,+r+r,rJ)er+r = (gl+rJZ- gn+1+1,J)41+1. (4.8) 
Now for all (Y, /? E Q: we have ((YZ + /3J)(aZ - p.Z) = (a2 + /12)Z. Because 
of (4.7) g,zc,J + g:+l+l,l= glzc1,1- Ig n+,+1,112 > 0, and therefore (4.8) yields 
q/+1 = (glzt1.r lgn+1+1,112) %3+1,,~ + &+r+1J) 
xh+l,lZ - hn+~+l,Jbr+l 
- (~&+1,rh”+I+1,I -g”+l+l,l~l+l,l~J)el+1 
Define 11 = gl+l,&l+l,l + gn+l+l,&,+~+l,~ and Z = g~+1,h+~+1,~ - 
g”+r+l,Ihl+l,l~ Then q E R and it E VU. Here hl+l,l is nonzero, because 
otherwise (4.8) would imply ql+ 1 = 0. Therefore n > 0 and 
yq1+1= VI+1 + &“,l,l¶ 
where Y = (gF+r,l- lgn+~+1,d2). 
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As Q is sympleotic, we have 
because 9, it E R. But n > 0 and therefore [ must be zero, i.e., 
Y9r+ 1 = Tel+ 1’ 
And because 9:: r9,+ r = 1 and 77 E R, 17 > 0, we see that n = y. Therefore by 
induction we find Q = I, i.e. S = Z, and H = G. n 
We shall call the reduction S ‘MS = H of part (i) above a unitury 
syrnplectic Hessenberg reduction of M. 
Note that for a real Hamiltonian M the matrix H is just of the condensed 
form of Paige and Van Loan [5], and if M is the square of a real Hamiltonian 
matrix, then II is of the condensed form of Van Loan [6]. 
REMARK 4.8. The practical computation of the unitary SR decomposi- 
tion or the unitary symplectic Hessenberg reduction should not be performed 
with the elementary elimination (4.5a), (4.5b). In particular, for real matrices 
that would mean introducing complex arithmetic to compute the real decom- 
position and reduction. Alternatively, the vector reduction (4.4a), (4.4b) can 
be achieved by a stepwise elimination with elementary urlitary symplectic 
matrices, which are of a simpler form than (4.5a) and (4.5b). For real vectors 
such a process has already been described in [5] and [6]. Two types of 
elementary orthogonal symplectic matrices are there used for the stepwise 
elimination: 
(1) Householder symplectic matrices N( k, w ): 
H(k,w)= 
diag( 1, 11 P ) 0 
0 1 diag(l,_r,P) ’ 
where P = Zn_k+l - 2ww’jw’w and w E Rn~k+l. 
(2) Given symplectic matrices J( k, 8 ): 
where 
C = diag(Z,_,,cos 8, I,,-k), 
S = diag(Ok_,,sinO,O,_k). 
(Here 0, is the zero matrix of dimension I.) 
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The relation between the elimination of [5] and the elimination via (4.2) is 
iknninated if we note that 
and 
J(k,O) =~(diag(Zk-l,eie,Z,-,),diag(Z,-,,e-ie,Zn-k)). 
The unitary SR decomposition and the unitary symplectic Hessenberg 
reduction exist for all matrices and can be computed numerically stably with 
elementary unitary symplectic transformations. The decomposition is unique 
for nonsingular matrices, and the reduction depends uniquely on the choice 
of the first column vector of the transformation matrix. These are characteris- 
tics which the factorizations share with the QR decomposition and unitary 
similarity transformation to upper Hessenberg form, respectively. Moreover, 
if we had a sequence of Hamiltonian matrices converging to a matrix M 
which is of the form of the R part of the unitary SR decomposition, then M 
would be of Schur Hamiltonian form 
But there is one displeasing fact: if R, T both have the form 
then the product will in general not be of that form, and the Hamiltonian 
condensed form 
is in general not invariant under transformation with 
matrices. Therefore it would be useless simply to replace the QR decomposi- 
tion and unitary Hessenberg reduction in the QR method by our factoriza- 
tions. We would then lose the Hamiltonian condensed form after the first 
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step of iteration. But we could try to incorporate a reduction to condensed 
form in each step of the iteration. Such an algorithm for a Hamiltonian matrix 
M would then, roughly described, work as follows: 
Let M,,, := M. 
For k = 0, 1, . . . : 
Rerlztction: Compute 
M,, , =S,:,,,M, / ,,A+ I/%> 
the unitary symplectic Hessenberg reduction of M,, 1,2, 
where S k+ l/2el = el. 
Decomposition: Compute 
M k+3/2 = Sh”k+lSk+l~ 
where pk(Mk+,) = Sk+lRk + 1 is the unitary SR decom- 
position of a simple rational function of M,, 1. 
For each k the matrix M,, 1 of condensed form is transformed to a matrix 
M k+2 = Sk;13,2S~~1Mk+lSk+1Sk+3,2 of condensed form by the unitary sym- 
plectic matrix Sk+iSk+s/a, whose first column is precisely the first column of 
S k+ i. We can therefore avoid the explicit computation of Mk+3,2 by 
computing the first column vector s of Skii and performing the unitary 
symplectic Hessenberg reduction of M, + 1 with s as the first column of the 
transforming matrix, just as is done in the implicit QR process. 
This method, in particular the proper choice of pk( M,, I) and a suitable 
deflation technique, is still under investigation. 
1 would like to thank Professor L. Elmer for his valuable comments and 
suggestions, and Dr. V. Mehrmann for many inspiring discussions. 
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